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JOURNALS
• Science Citation Index Expanded
• Social Sciences Citation Index
• Arts & Humanities Citation Index
  • Emerging Sources Citation Index

CONFERENCES
• Conference Proceedings Citation Index

BOOKS
• Book Citation Index

21,000+ journals indexed cover-to-cover
• Multidisciplinary
• International
• Influential

Powerful citation network with complete cited reference search, cited reference linking and navigation

Unbiased journal selection and curation

Source data for Journal Impact Factor

Note on Web Services ACCESS
The Web Services access is always reflecting the Web of Science access: if an index has not been subscribed, the Web Services will not pull papers from that index.
Il Book Citation Index | More than 119,000 books

The Book Citation Index in Web of Science™ Core Collection includes the published scholarly literature of books and book chapters selected by our editorial staff.

- Social Sciences + Arts & Humanities (2005-today) +1.1M records
- Sciences (2005-today) +0.7M records

We continue to expand the index coverage with an additional 10,000 new titles each year.

- Comprehensive cited reference search
- Reciprocal links to/from book records and book chapters
- Accurate citation counts from journals, conference proceedings, and other books
- Times Cited counts for books and book chapters
- Full bibliographies from books and book chapters
- Links from book and book chapter records to full text
- Capture of all fundamental bibliographic information as well as author cited references.

Content is comprised of scholarly books, both Series and Non-series that present fully referenced articles of original research, or reviews of the literature.
Book Citation Index | Italian organizations (2015-2019)
Top universities by percentage of records in BKCI (compared to other WOS CC indexes).
Book Citation Index | What you can do

- Analyze the citation network between books and the wider world of scholarly and scientific research
- Connect to institutional resources with direct links to library catalogs and eBook collections
- Access more complete social sciences and humanities coverage as well as critical coverage in the sciences
- Measure the contribution of books in specific disciplines and identify potential collaborators

With Web of Science
- Create and analyze custom data sets drawn from databases across the Web of Science
- Search authoritative, multidisciplinary journal coverage, proceedings and books seamlessly across Web of Science Core Collection
- Ease searching, writing, and bibliography creation in one integrated process with EndNote
- Link directly to an author’s personalized CV, with citation metrics, in the Publons environment.
Grazie